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Simultaneous charge polarization and fragmentation of N2 molecules in slow keV collisions
with Kr 8¿ ions
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Coulomb fragmentation processes in collisions of Kr81 ions with nitrogen molecules were studied at pro-
jectile energies between 19 and 171 eV/u. At low impact energies (&50 eV/u) and small impact parameters,
the electron distribution of the fragmenting molecular N2

q1 ion becomes strongly polarized. This is due to the
presence of the slow highly charged projectileduring the fragmentation process. Microscopic calculations
simultaneously incorporating electron transfer and molecular dissociation give insight into the dynamics of this
newly found polarization effect.
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The study of Coulomb fragmentation processes in co
sions of molecules with ions is not only of fundamental
terest but also of great importance in wide areas of scie
and technology. Examples are astrophysics, biophysics,
molecular physics where such data help to shed light
problems as diverse as processes in interstellar gases
upper layers of stars and gas giant atmospheres@1,2#, the
damage to biological tissue by energetic radiation@3#, and
the direct determination of molecular structures from Co
lomb explosion experiments@4,5#. An extensive literature
deals with such fragmentation phenomena, spanning a w
range of projectile and target species as well as collis
energies~for a collection of recent papers, cf., e.g.,@6–8#,
and references therein!.

Such studies are generally based on a crucial assump
which greatly facilitates the interpretation of results: co
sional ionization and fragmentation can be treated as
independent processes. In a recent paper by Aliet al. @9#,
evidence has been seen of a breakdown of this mode
collisions of D2 with Xe261, the molecular fragment momen
tum distribution is distorted by the presence of the projec
ion. In this paper, we report on direct experimental eviden
supported byab initio calculations, of a new many-body e
fect: in charge-changing collisions of slow highly charg
Kr81 ions with N2, the molecular electron distribution i
strongly polarized by the presence of the highly charged
and the molecule fragments while the projectile is s
nearby.

The experiment concentrates on electron capture by v
slow Kr81 ions in collisions with N2. Figure 1 shows a sche
matic view of the setup. Krypton ions of energies between
and 171 eV/u are produced in a Mini-EBIS~Electron Beam
Ion Source! @10#, mass-selected and collimated to a narr
beam of 1 mm in diameter. In the interaction chamber, th
collide with a N2 gas target which is emitted from a nozzl
Quite importantly, this chamber is field-free to avoid an u
desired deflection of the slow, highly charged projectil
1050-2947/2002/65~3!/030702~4!/$20.00 65 0307
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Molecular fragment ions which are emitted back-to-back a
perpendicular to the projectile direction leave the collisi
chamber and are post-accelerated by 150 V; they are
lected by two OctoPole Ion-beam Guides~OPIG @11#, accep-
tance solid angle of 4p/12) which guide them to channeltro
detectors. The post-acceleration improves the OPIG tra
mission, the identification of the fragment charge, and
eliminates a possible~weak! dependence of the detection e
ficiency on the fragmentation energy. The projectile ions
separated according to their charge state in an electros
analyzer and detected in a microchannel plate arrangem
~chevron configuration!. A thin ~1 mm! horizontal slit in
front of this analyzer limits projectile detection to suc

FIG. 1. Experimental setup~top view!.
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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events in which the collisionally transferred momentum l
close to the plane defined by the ion beam and the O
axes~scattering angle in the center-of-mass system,4.5°).
The coincidence electronics is triggered by the projec
~start pulse!, and the fragment ions generate the stop sign
Two correlated time-of-flight measurements are obtained
each molecular fragmentation.

To gain insight into the dynamics of an individual coll
sion process, we have performed nonadiabatic quantum
lecular dynamics~NA-QMD! calculations@12# which simul-
taneously and self-consistently treat the involved electro
and nuclear degrees of freedom. For the collisions stud
here, this comprises classical molecular dynamics for
three atomic cores coupled to the quantum dynamics~in
terms of Kohn-Sham equations! of the ten valence electron
of N2, cf. also @13#. A recent numerical realization of thi
approach based on an approximate treatment of the e
tronic equations has proven to be useful in the interpreta
of charge transfer collisions of metal clusters with neut
@13# as well as laser-polarized@14# atomic targets. The cur
rent implementation solves the highly nonlinear Kohn-Sh
equations and thus allows for the description of collisio

FIG. 2. Coincidence maps for 95.2 eV/u Kr81 ~upper! and
19.0 eV/u Kr81 ~lower! ion impact leading to Kr61 and Np1,Nq1

products.tA ,tB refer to the time-of-flight of fragments detected
OPIG A andB, respectively.
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with highly charged ions and the induced multiple electr
transfer processes. Details of the numerical procedure wil
reported elsewhere@15#.

In the present paper, we concentrate on the following
action:

Kr811N2→Kr(82 i 1r )11Np11Nq11re2

with p1q5 i .r . As an example, Fig. 2 shows coinciden
maps for 95.2 eV/u and 19.0 eV/u Kr81 ion impact leading
to Kr61 charge-changed projectiles and Np1,Nq1 products.
Coincidences between fragment ion pairs with a total cha
of up to 51 ~i.e., N31N21 pairs! can be distinguished. To
explain the details of these correlation features, we note
in the target center-of-mass frame of a free N2 molecular ion,
both fragments Np1,Nq1 move apart with the same velocity
Pairs of equally charged~‘‘symmetric,’’ p5q) fragments
will ~after post-acceleration! thus be detected after equ
flight times if their center of mass is initially at rest. As
consequence, for such symmetric fragmentations the sp
of the coincidence peaksparallel to the diagonal in Fig. 2
corresponds to the kinetic energy distribution of the fragm
tation process; for asymmetrically charged fragment pa
the situation is qualitatively similar although they will b
displaced from the diagonal due to the different po
acceleration of the two fragments before they enter
OPIGs. Furthermore, the flight time difference of correlat
pairs~i.e., the width of the coincidence peaksperpendicular
to the diagonal in Fig. 2! contains information on the targe
center-of-mass motion@16# : instead of two fragments havin
equal dissociation velocitiesvdiss in the laboratory frame, a
‘‘slow’’ ( vdiss2v) fragment will reach one OPIG and
‘‘fast’’ ( vdiss1v) fragment the other, withv the CMS veloc-
ity parallel to the OPIG axes; the coincident ‘‘back-to-bac
detection of both fragments thus allows indentification of t
fragment which in the collision has been nearer to the p
jectile ~i.e., the ‘‘slow’’ fragment!. We recall now that the
experimental setup allows coincident detection of only su
fragment ion pairs which have received a collisional rec
momentum into the direction of either one of the two OPIG

FIG. 3. ProbabilityPh of N21N1, N31N1, and N31N21 disso-
ciations where the higher charged fragment is the faster one.
error bars indicate the fluctuations in several measurements. In
case of isotropic fragmentations, a probability of 50% is expect
2-2
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This gives rise to a splitting of the coincidence ‘‘blobs’’ i
Fig. 2 ~particularly noticeable at the lower impact energ!:
each half of the ‘‘blob’’ is displaced from the center by th
mean collisional momentum transfer in the direction of
ther OPIGA or B, respectively. Similar to the COLTRIMS

FIG. 4. ProbabilitiesP for various projectile charge states Krm1

~upper row!, the atomic Mulliken charges@23# q ~middle row!, and
the intramolecular distanceRN-N as well as the projectile coordinat
XKr in the scattering plane perpendicular to the beam~lower row! as
a function of the time for collision events with coplanar collisio
geometry (b57 a.u.) at 19 eV/u~left column! and 171 eV/u~right!
impact energy, respectively, as obtained from NA-QMD calcu
tions. On the top, the coordinateZKr of the projectile along the
beam axis is given. The arrows mark the critical distances as
tained from the overbarrier model@21,22#.

FIG. 5. Averaged charge differenceDq inside the molecular ion
at different collision energies. The error bars indicate the fluct
tions in several measurements. The lines show the charge d
ences as obtained from NA-QMD calculations for a coplanar co
sion geometry.
03070
-

technique@17,18#, this collision-induced motion of the targe
center of mass may be used to derive the related scatte
angle and, thus, angle-dependent relative low-energy ch
exchange cross sections for well-defined initial and final p
jectile charges as well as molecular ion charges. This will
the subject of a separate publication.

The most interesting aspect of these results, howeve
the unequal strength of the two halves of the coincide
‘‘blobs’’ in case of asymmetrically charged fragments (p
Þq), as seen, e.g., in Fig. 2 at the lowest collision ene
~19 eV/u! @19#. Inspection of experimental data as shown
Fig. 2 reveals a tendency of the slower fragment~i.e., the
fragment which has been nearer to the projectile! to carry the
smaller positive charge. This is interpreted by the presenc
the highly charged projectileduring the fragmentation pro-
cess. In Fig. 3, we show for asymmetric fragmentation p
cesses the probabilityPh for fragmentations in which the
faster fragment is the more highly charged one, i.e.,Ph

5nh /(nh1nl) with nh andnl the number of faster fragment
which carry the higher and lower charge, respectively.

To elucidate the collision dynamics in more detail, w
have performed NA-QMD calculations. However, as pr
hibitive numerical calculations are required to account for
possible target orientations and impact parameters, we
strict the theoretical investigations to coplanar collision g
ometries with the molecule perpendicular to the beam axi
various impact parameters. As a typical example, Fig
shows the time dependence of calculated collision eve
with an impact parameter ofb57 a.u. at the lowest and th
highest energy measured. First of all, one notices that in
case of very slow projectiles~left column of Fig. 4!, the
collision time~i.e., the characteristic time of electronic tra
sitions, here;20 fs) becomes comparable to the fragme
tation time~e.g., where the molecule doubles its bond leng
here;10 fs). As can be seen for 19 eV/u in the lower a
upper left panel, electron transfer still occurs at times arou
t;5 fs while the intramolecular distanceRN-N is already
about twice the N2 bond length. This effect is generally ne
glected in the comparatively swift collisions reported in t
literature and disappears at the higher energy of 171 eV/u
this case, the projectile has already left the interaction reg
when the molecule has doubled its bond length~at t
;10 fs withZKr.30 a.u., cf. right column!. The time evo-
lution of the probabilitiesP(Krm1) of the projectile charge
m57, . . . ,3 inFig. 4 reveals that the electron transfer fro
the molecule occurs stepwise as also assumed in the clas
overbarrier model@20,21#, and the critical distances~marked
by arrows in the upper row! of the model by Niehaus@21,22#
are even quantitatively confirmed. In addition, the calcu
tions also show clearly the strong polarization of the N2 mol-
ecule by the presence of the highly charged projec
~middle frames of Fig. 4!. At the lower energy, this polariza
tion becomes noticeable already during the projectile
proach to the target (t&210 fs), it is maximum during the
interaction (t;210 to 110 fs), and it finally leads to a
nonvanishing valueDq when the molecule fragments and
still subjected to the Coulomb field of the projectilet
*110 fs).
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In order to compare the calculations with the experime
we use the chargesqf and qs of the faster and the slowe
fragment ion, respectively, and determine the avera
charge difference

Dq5
1

n (
i 51

n

@qf~ i !2qs~ i !#,

with i running over all n measured fragmentations Nqf1

1Nqs1 with qf( i )1qs( i )53, 4, and 5. These average
charge differences are plotted at the largest impact par
eters which one would expect from the overbarrier mo
@21,22# for the capture of three, four, or five electrons alo
with theoretical results from the coplanar collision geome
for 19 eV/u and 171 eV/u~Fig. 5!. Processes with more tha
five captured electrons which are expected at smaller im
parameters were hardly observed. Both, the calculations
experimental results show that the charge difference of
two nitrogen ions increases with decreasing impact par
eter. Comparing the data at various collision energies,
find that the charge difference increases with decreasing
.
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jectile velocity, which can be explained by the longer inte
action time.

In summary, we studied the dissociation of nitrogen m
ecules in collisions with Kr81 ions in the energy range of 1
eV/u to 171 eV/u. The time-of-flight of both fragment ion
was measured in coincidence with the final projectile cha
state. At collision energies below about 50 eV/u, the mole
lar ionization and fragmentation can no longer be separa
into two independent steps. The presence of the hig
charged projectile causes a polarization of the target elec
distribution such that the fragment which is closer to t
projectile tends to carry the lower charge. This effect
creases with a higher ionization state of the target molec
This has been explained by microscopic calculations. Fur
insight may be expected from a systematic experimental
theoretical study that is currently underway.

We are grateful to N.M. Kabachnik for valuable discu
sions and comments. This work was supported by the D
sche Forschungsgemeinschaft, the Japan Society for the
motion of Science, and by the EU Infrastructure Cooperat
Network HRPI-1999-40012~LEIF!.
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